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Abstract: A race car's aerofoil performance is largely wing-based, creating the down force necessary for the car's overall 

efficiency. Racing vehicle performance depends on elements such as motor, tyres, chassis, lane, aerodynamics, and often 

driver. In recent years, vehicle aerodynamics increased interest, primarily due to the usage of the negative lift / down force 

theory, producing some major improvements in overall performance. For a moment, this study discusses the importance of 

aerofoil down force and how it increases car performance. Owing to the complicated design of race cars, the aerofoil 

interface between different body parts is important, resulting in vortex flows and rising surface forms like traditional 

aircraft wings. Distinctive modelling techniques such as wind tunnel simulation, computational fluid dynamics, track 

research and development to develop race cars are addressed. Besides the far-fetched progress of these modelling methods, 

the fluid dynamic reality remains highly nonlinear and forecasts the result of exacting variance, which is not often trouble-

free. 
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1. Introduction 

Why do you put these high wings on your cars? No, it doesn't seem like a circus shopping cart to create your car. Racing cars use a 

high pedestal to place their wings in an area in which there is "clean air." The air that flows around the moving car is basically clean 

air. When a race car proceeds, the air moves around. High pressure increases in the front of the car, since the car's front bumper 

compresses more air molecules and the car's front movement. On the other hand, the rear part of the race vehicle is low because the 

race car molecules have been shut off from the car's forward movement. This gives the rear of the racing car a vacuum result. This 

vacuum is not covered by clean air. 

 

 
Figure No.Showing the flow of air during the driving condition 

 

Only when a clear air flow is disturbed will a wing generate down power. When a wing is put in a car's back vacuum, the clear air 

flow will not be used to create down power. Then what's your car's maximum wing height? Below is an example of the numerous 

models of race cars to help you pick the height that better fits you. The flow of air by a motor vehicle in one way or another 

influences all its components. Intake and movement of coolers, indoor airflow, cooling of tires and outside movement come into 

the scope of the aerodynamics of the car. The present debate focuses mainly on the impact of external aerodynamics and more 

knowledge can be contained in publications on internal flows. 

 

As previously stated, road car aerodynamics cannot be addressed entirely without mentioning slightly the characteristics of the tire. 

While it is evident that aircraft are moving on wings (this is why aerodynamics are so important), it is less clear and needs more 

explanation that racing cars are travelling on their tires. Aerodynamic forces can also be used to increase adhesion to the tires and 

hence to boost efficiency of the car. The forces working on a sliding side tire on the road are listed in Figure 1.3. The diagram on 

the right displays the three working on a tire in a Cartesian synchronization scheme associated with the engine, which clearly often 

must contain the three moments (MX MY MZ). In this scenario, the vehicle goes in the -X direction however, as seen in the diagram, 

slides at angle ßen due to a positive side force (could be friction because of curling). 

 

 
 

Figure Presentation the flow 
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Figure Tire-generated side force versus slip angle, and the effect of Normal force inset depicts definition of side slip. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

The role of aerodynamics in motor sports is very critical. An airfoil is a structure that produces a desirable reaction force in motion 

compared to the air above it (such as an avion wing or a helicopter blade). Car makers around the globe became inspired with the 

different development of aerodynamics seen in competition. In race car rear wings that provide a high aerodynamic down force, 

Ashok Gopalarathnam et.al, (1997) Multi-element high lift wings with end plates are used for low aspect ratio wings [1]. Urbana 

Champaign University of Illinois (UWT) Low Intensity Wind tunnel William J. Jasinski et Al (1998) quantifies all the results and 

movement of open-wheel drive two-element front-wing wings. In and out of the ground impact and at varying velocities (Reynolds 

numbers), angles and flap locations were checked for four separate configurations [2]. In the classic context, the reverse design of 

Michael Selig and other (2000) included determining the required speed allocation depending on the requirements of the border 

layer [3]. On their side these improvements to road cars have been continuously implemented not only as an aesthetic design element 

but also because they assume these measures will lead to the better fuel efficiency and vehicle maintenance. Aerodynamic 

capabilities and the simplification of air flow through the body to promote stabilization and control, especially when cornering, are 

one of our key areas of concern in races. Noah J. Mckay et.al (2002) explores the impact of wing aerodynamics on different 

automobile racing characteristics and on lap times of multiple track styles. It is well established how important aerodynamic down 

force is to boost racing vehicles' efficiency. The aerodynamic effects on the car efficiency have become well known and the know-

how can be used for their benefit by computer studies and wind tunnel tests [4]. Aerodynamic database from Reynolds-Averaged 

Navier-Stokes (RANS) has been developed for the aerodynamics by Justin Petrilli et al. The data extracted from this initiative will 

be used for validation and refining of the NCSU's low-order post-settlement prediction system and for filling established holes in 

high-angle literature attack results. Such data may have possible post-install applications. Aerodynamics, flight characteristics and 

aerodynamics of wind turbines. [3]. [6]. 

 

Aerodynamics Xin Zhang et.al (2006), in particular land impact aerodynamics, is now primarily an academic technology for open-

speed road vehicles, and will stay so for some time to come. The key explanations for this was the dynamic dynamics of fluid 

movement. There were: 

 

• Division as a natural process 

• Shifts in surface structure after an occurrence contribute to early transformation. 

• Suspension movement that results in unpredictable flow 

• Brilliant physics: wall plane, turbulence of shear sheet, chaotic vortex, energy 

Improvement of vortices 

• Chaotic contact between wake and field limits 

Compressibility • Compressibility. 

 

CFD virtual fluid mechanics, however, have become even more relevant and supplement the studies on the model scale. This is 

particularly the case for geometry flows like front wing assemblies [6]. This also applies. Joseph Katz (2006) describes different 

methods for down force production, such as inverted wings, diffusers and vortex generators. The complicated design of these aircraft 

ensures that aerodynamics interfere with the different components of the body and trigger vortex flows and surface structures to 

increase, as compared to conventional plane flight wings[7]. Martínez A. The inverse configuration of the incompressible flow non-

lift axisym metric and non-axisymmetric structures, et.al, is focused on conformal mapping used in isolating the airfoils. The airfoils 

are then placed in a 3-dimensional structure and the movement through the structure is measured using a panel process. The reverse 

geometry parameters are modified to achieve the required aerodynamic properties in a 3-dimensional structure by a multi-

dimensional non-linear solver [8]. 

The driver requires about 15% of the energy needed to man oeuvre his car down the road for road-driving situations. The tire rolling 

resistance is around 25%; the air drag is around 60%. While the conventional reports recommend saving fuel by driving less or 

moving slowly, the aerodynamics, engines and rolling resistance of the car may be changed. This reforms are not without drawbacks, 

but even those of us with modest salaries are within control. All the modifications in aerodynamics mentioned here are subject to 
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$1000 for the use of your own work [9]. In the case of high motor racing (Formula-1) Daniel J. Walter (2007) aerodynamic devices 

are used for raising the frequency of interaction between road and pneumatic (i.e. to produce down force). (Formula-1). In exchange, 

this improved the race car's efficiency. However, the added down pressure raises aerodynamic drag, which is usually adverse to lap 

speeds (apart from braking). The effects of land proximity on twisted, twin-dimensional airfield rise, drag and moment coefficients 

was studied [10]. In the usage of the principle of specific and additional lift distributions, the study of Hidehiro Segawa etc. (2008) 

on the use of several pulley-corner flaps for efficient generation of aircraft rolling moments conveyed the induced wing drag as 

regards flap angles [11]. 

 

Yuichi Kuya et.al (2009) is experimentally tested by using vortex generators on the ground inverted wing and its output is defined 

by forces and pressure distributions across range and ride altitude. The wing suction surface is checked for counter-rotating and co-

rotating vortex-type generators. The height and separation impact of the unit is studied. The wing's counter-rotating sub-boundary 

vortex layer generators and counter rotating high-scale vortex generators have a combined down force of 23% and 10% 

improvements [12]. Aerodynamics is a science of Steven De Groote (2009) which studies air moving artefacts. Fluid mechanics 

are strongly related, since air is known as a compressive fluid. The most critical element in Formula One car success has been 

aerodynamics in recent days. The reality that the engine modification or other mechanical part improvement actually allows this 

perhaps one of the only facets of the output benefit is the incremental benefit. This down force may be contrasted with a simulated 

growth of weight by pushing the car down into the ground and raising the frictional force between the automobile and the highway 

to allow for a higher curvature [13]. 

  

The only mechanism by which lift is produced is high-pressure, low-speed air at the bottom of the airfoil and low-pressure, high-

speed air at the top that is simultaneously recombined at the trailing end of the airfoil irrespective of its angle of attack [14]. The 

computational design method for a box aircraft with a median range is introduced by Paul O Jemitola et.al. Wing boxes have 

multiple titles, including box wings, bipliners and wings [15]. Boxes with common name wings. Apart from the 1954 W196 

Mercedes, branded as 'Streamliner,' F1 cars were mostly open wheeled (in 1955 the same car arrived in a stand-alone format). It is 

unlikely that the upcoming F1 car could have hidden wheels for a retired aerodynamic expert Frank Dernie. Nearly any surface of 

a closed road car generates raises, and it just takes any pain to bring them down. An F1 car hardly takes flight while it is frustrated, 

and very soon returns to earth when it does. It must also be open wheel [16] from a protection point of view. One of the main criteria 

deciding the efficiency of a race vehicle that has engulfed it for over four decades was the shrinking power of Sriram Saranathy 

Pakkam (2011). This is one of four key parameters developed for open-wheel race vehicles, including Formula 1 automobiles, along 

with distance, weight and pneumatic power. Airfoil has been developed to underline the philosophy of design and to stress the 

reduction in force for such a guideline [17]. Chandra and Satyan. AL, Complex Measurement and Modeling Analytical Fluid used 

to optimize down force and decreased drag during race car driving at high speeds. The simulations use the programmer Star CCM+ 

and mentorship offered by the CD – Adapco to understand the force on the front and rear wings of the vehicle, as well as the load 

generated by all the exterior surfs [18]. The simulated image processes are effective meshing techniques. In (2011) the rear wing of 

Tomorrow's NASCAR Car (COT) racing car raises in the event that the vehicle rotates during a collision and flies backwards at a 

fast speed. The race car may also lose control and become airborne when enough lift is produced. A new rear spoiler engineered by 

NASCAR to cover the wing to avoid this dangerous condition was created in order to cope with this problem [19]. Amanda H. good 

all et.al (2013) offers proof that businesses work well under the leadership of people with professional experience of the central 

business [20]. The impact of leaders on results. Tarass Gorevoi, the FSAE Racing Car Machine Research, used as a base model by 

the Leeds University F14 project. Front wing performance as measured in the lift-to - drag ratio [21]. B. N. Devaiah et.al (2013), 

by continuous CFD simulations, increased F1 racing cars' aerodynamic efficiency by utilizing various add-on systems with various 

configurations. Initially, a stable state external air flow simulation was performed without an add-on to acquire air flow pattern with 

the usage of the FLUENT solver in and around the baseline model F-1 vehicle. The numerous add-on equipment needed for the 

race have been carefully evaluated, with a rough description of certain external equipment with ideal specifications such as front 

wing, barge board, nose wing, rear wheel pads, and roof and rear spoiler. Alas Founded [22]. 

 

JAVAFOIL is a reasonably easy application, utilizing a variety of conventional techniques for the study of subsonic airfoils. 

JAVAFOIL’s key objective is to assess the characteristics of airfoils for lifting and drag moment. First, the algorithm measures the 

speed distribution on the airfoil back. For this purposes, a theoretically flow analysis framework (linear varies vorticity distribution) 

is used and is based on a higher order panel technique. The Bernoulli equation is consistent with this local speed and central strain. 

The pressure distribution may be implemented on the surface to locate the lift and the timing coefficient. The Formula-One car's 

aerodynamic wing performance is measured by calculating the drag and down force on the vehicle. In the CAD package CATIA 

V5, a range of geometric car models are produced. The CFD study is carried out with the aid of the ANSYS FLUENT [23]. The 

analysis of forces and subsequent motions of artefacts in the air [source: NASA] describes aerodynamics. Cars have been designed 

for aerodynamics for many decades, and car designers have come up with a series of inventions that aim to make it simpler and less 

impactful to break through the 'wall' of air [24]. [24]. 

 

3. Conclusion  

This can be claimed that two conditions can be resolved when they are at the bottom of rudiments of proof, so that the results of the 

experiments may be grasped in this study when necessary for an actual application by the car: 

1. Corroboration of the trial results during and before the conceptual experiment by decision process. 

2. The same "height" of the forensic representation set-up to reproduce the actual condition on the world, i.e. a reproduction of the 

Reynolds scheme for exchanging letters for car situations in terms of the considerable capability taken. 
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With enthusiasm for the primary end, which was now clearly described in the previous portion, it could not be achieved through 

my replacement of the desired machine model. While the divergence of the down force or the "drag boost" coefficient with the wing 

angle of attack had been shown for a long time, there were substantial variations in quantitative impact. The conditions became 

better than admiring the drag coefficient estimate, which varies in qualitative and quantitative aspects from the trial and numerical 

model. As one would assume, the significant gap then expands in accordance with wing competencies. 
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